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WHY CACHE MEMORY IS WHY CACHE MEMORY IS 
BETTER THAN BIGGER RAM?BETTER THAN BIGGER RAM?
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IntroductionIntroduction

The purpose is to explain the relationship The purpose is to explain the relationship 
between cache memory and main memorybetween cache memory and main memory
what this means when considering an what this means when considering an 
upgrade of your system's main memory upgrade of your system's main memory 
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What is cache memory?What is cache memory?
What are the differences between cache What are the differences between cache 
memory & RAM?memory & RAM?
Why  cache memory is better than bigger Why  cache memory is better than bigger 
RAM?RAM?
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What is What is RAM ?RAM ?

RAM (Random Access Memory)  is general RAM (Random Access Memory)  is general 
purpose memory, used to store programs, data, purpose memory, used to store programs, data, 
graphics, etcgraphics, etc

RAM, which is stored on a memory chip or chips RAM, which is stored on a memory chip or chips 
separateseparate from your hard drive, stores all the from your hard drive, stores all the 
secondsecond--byby--second activities you're working on second activities you're working on 
as you type in a word processing program or as you type in a word processing program or 
punch in numbers in a spreadsheet.punch in numbers in a spreadsheet.

http://home1.gte.net/johnfull/n101.htm
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What is cache memory? What is cache memory? 
Cache ram is very highCache ram is very high--speed RAM chips which speed RAM chips which 
sit between the CPU and main memory.sit between the CPU and main memory.

It stores memory accesses by the CPU. Cache It stores memory accesses by the CPU. Cache 
ram helps to alleviate the gap between the ram helps to alleviate the gap between the 
speed of a CPU's megahertz rating and the speed of a CPU's megahertz rating and the 
ability of RAM to respond and deliver data. It ability of RAM to respond and deliver data. It 
reduces the frequency that the CPU must wait reduces the frequency that the CPU must wait 
for data from the main memory. for data from the main memory. 

http://http://kb.iu.edu/data/abka.htmlkb.iu.edu/data/abka.html
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What is cache memory?What is cache memory?

Cache is specialized memory used by the Cache is specialized memory used by the 
CPU to speed up access to the RAM.CPU to speed up access to the RAM.

It acts as a buffer, "looking ahead" and It acts as a buffer, "looking ahead" and 
trying to anticipate the next item needed trying to anticipate the next item needed 
from RAM. from RAM. 
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What are the differences between What are the differences between 
cache memory & RAM?cache memory & RAM?

When a program needs to access data from the When a program needs to access data from the 
disk, it first checks the disk cache to see if the disk, it first checks the disk cache to see if the 
data is there. Disk caching can dramatically data is there. Disk caching can dramatically 
improve the performance ofimprove the performance of applicationsapplications, , 
because accessing a because accessing a bytebyte of data in of data in RAMRAM can can 
be thousands of times faster than accessing a be thousands of times faster than accessing a 
byte on a byte on a hard diskhard disk..
The cache memory performs faster by The cache memory performs faster by 
accessing information in fewer clock accessing information in fewer clock 
cycles.cycles.
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types of cache memorytypes of cache memory
There are two types of cache memory There are two types of cache memory 
present in the majority of systems shipped:present in the majority of systems shipped:

The Level 1 (L1) cache is in the Intel The Level 1 (L1) cache is in the Intel 
Pentium Pentium processorprocessor

the Level 2 (L2) cache memory is optional the Level 2 (L2) cache memory is optional 
and found on the motherboard of most and found on the motherboard of most 
Intel Pentium processorIntel Pentium processor--based systems. based systems. 
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Operating System Use of Main Operating System Use of Main 
Memory and Memory and CacheabilityCacheability

Your operating system, along with the Your operating system, along with the 
active applications, determines the loading active applications, determines the loading 
of instructions and data into main memory, of instructions and data into main memory, 
loading the main memory from your hard loading the main memory from your hard 
drive, CD ROM drive, disk drive, or drive, CD ROM drive, disk drive, or 
whatever input devices your system has. whatever input devices your system has. 
Most of today's mainstream operating Most of today's mainstream operating 
systems perform this loading of main systems perform this loading of main 
memory beginning from the top main memory beginning from the top main 
memory "location" and working down. memory "location" and working down. 
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Considerations When Upgrading Considerations When Upgrading 
Main Memory Main Memory 

your system's processor, main memory, and your system's processor, main memory, and 
cache memory interaction are heavily dependent cache memory interaction are heavily dependent 
on each other to achieve optimal system on each other to achieve optimal system 
functionality.functionality.
The original manufacturer of your PC takes this The original manufacturer of your PC takes this 

into consideration when designing and choosing into consideration when designing and choosing 
the parts for the system. If you plan to upgrade the parts for the system. If you plan to upgrade 
your system's main memory above 64MB, we your system's main memory above 64MB, we 
recommend that you consult your PC supplier to recommend that you consult your PC supplier to 
understand your system's main memory understand your system's main memory 
cacheabilitycacheability limits and the implication of limits and the implication of 
exceeding those limits. exceeding those limits. 

http://http://www.intel.com/design/chipsets/applnots/memory.htmwww.intel.com/design/chipsets/applnots/memory.htm
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